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Learning Objectives


This workshop will exemplify how we used machine learning to identify patterns
in the data which modeled the combination of circumstances which were
being considered by experts when identifying risk.



Learning Objectives:
1.

Name five considerations for determining risk during out of home placement.

2.

Explain a method to standardize current decision processes into flowcharts while
preserving legitimacy of out gut feelings

3.

Describe staff responses to adjustment in risk determination process.

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
FOR CHILDREN IN STATE CUSTODY

is part of a statewide network
dedicated to improving
services for children in or at-risk
of entering the Tennessee child
welfare or juvenile justice
systems. These children are
much more likely than their
peers to be victims of abuse or
neglect and to have physical,
developmental, or psychiatric
disabilities.
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To help these children, their
families, and the child-serving
systems of which they are a
part, the Vanderbilt COE
provides direct clinical services,
disseminates evidence-based
and other best practices, and
implements quality
improvement projects.
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Clinical Services
•Clinical Case Review
•Psychological Evaluation
•Psychiatric Evaluation
•Medication Management

Training, Education & Quality Improvement
Projects
•Lunch and Learn Seminar
•Best Practice Dissemination
•Trauma-Focused CBT
•Attachment, Self Regulation and Competence
•Sexual Behavior Problems, PCIT, Counter-response
•Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths (CANS)
•Family Advocacy and Support Tool (FAST)
•Assessment of Services Quality (PAR-ASQ)
•Quality Services Review (QSR)
•Safety Science
•CPS Assessment Academy
•Ad Hoc QI Projects
•Facility Reviews for Bryan A lawsuit
•Psychotropic medication reconciliation
•DCS Network Adequacy Report
•Regional Reports for CANS/FAST

Background


Vanderbilt undertook a process to standardize assignment of risk for children as
part of their Child Protective Services (CPS) Special Investigation Unit (SIU).



CPS SIU investigates daycares, foster parents, school personnel, residential
placements and other locales from allegations as reported.



Before standardizing our process, we built the SIU FAST assessment to gather
information about the investigation, but the ultimate assignment of risk was
based on the Supervisor’s opinion after review of the information.



From the model, a decision flowchart was developed which standardized our
decision process. We will present the challenge, methods, final solution and
staff feedback.

Study Population


A survey of 22 possible circumstances (e.g.,
level of physical abuse, emotional abuse, family
safety) for 826 youth was merged with an
expert’s assignment of risk as: No Risk, Low Risk,
Moderate Risk and High Risk.



In the dataset of youth, 25% were classified as
No Risk, 53% as Low Risk, 18% as Moderate Risk
and 4% as High Risk by expert opinion.



Applying a combination of random forest and
recursive partitioning, we were able to reverse
engineer at least a portion of the expert’s
thought process which likely helped determine
the assigned level of risk.

Expert Opinion

Methods






Random forests were utilized to identify the strongest predictors of decision of risk.


Random forest analysis creates a set of ordinal regression trees based on a random sample from the entire dataset.



Results of the random forest produce indicators of assessment item importance computed as measures of decreases
in node purity and decreases in accuracy when the item is excluded from the model.



The 15 top ranked items were then used to formulate a final ordinal regression-based decision tree, which modeled
the combination of factors either directly or indirectly considered during the process to determine risk.

One large subset of records (n=197) in a terminal node of the decision
tree included youth without family safety considerations but with physical
abuse scored as 1, 2, or 3.


A total of 72% of this subgroup was identified as low risk.



Due to the perceived and demonstrated importance of Physical Abuse for the decision of risk, an additional decision
tree was created from this subset alone to further iterate considerations for splitting this group into categories of risk.

To create the final set of rules for the decision tree, rules were extracted from dendrograms and tested
against the true risk classifications.


The rules were optimized and simplified to create the most parsimonious model with maximized prediction accuracy
for a final decision tree

Random Forest Importance of
Assessment Item for Decision of Risk

Kept

Results


Top predictors for decision of risk as identified by random forest included Physical
Abuse, Sexual Abuse and Developmental (Child on Child) assessment items.



The tree illustrates that for the 826 records in the analysis, 25% were classified as No
Risk, 53% as Low Risk, 18% as Moderate Risk and 4% as High Risk.



Family Safety scored as 2 or 3 identified a subgroup of 31 youth with predominately
moderate or high risk.



For the remining 795 youth without this concern, Physical Abuse scored as 1, 2 or 3
identified a subpopulation of 197 youth with predominately low risk.

Sexual Abuse
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Decision
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Results


For youth without Family Safety as 2 or 3 and without Physical Abuse as 1-3 saw
Sexual Abuse as the next consideration for a decision of risk.



Those with sexual abuse scores of 1-3 had higher risk and were further classified on
the right side of the tree.



Next, when the perpetrator’s/caregiver’s access to the youth had been
limited/restricted, further increased risk was determined.



Down the tree to the right, when an investigation was indicated, whether or not
the perpetrator/caregiver was cooperative, the decision was generally high risk
for 55% of these 36 youth as opposed to a decision of low risk for 69% of the 9
youth for which an investigation was not indicated (N/A, UN).



When limitation or restriction of the perpetrator’s/caregiver’s access to the youth
was not indicated, then a healthy relationship between perpetrator/caregiver
and child was a determining factor for deciding risk.



Counterintuitively, a healthy relationship predicted a decision of moderate risk for
71% of the 17 youth in this subgroup whereas 64% of the 66 youth without a
healthy relationship were identified as low risk.

Results


Where Sexual Abuse was not indicated, knowing if the
perpetrator’s/caregiver’s access to the youth had been limited/restricted (i.e.,
yes or no) predicted higher risk as compared to “N/A” or “Unknown” ratings for
this assessment item.



When known, Supervision scored as 1-3 predicted a subgroup with higher risk,
which separated into a decision of moderate risk for 61% of the 28 youth when
cooperation with an investigation was not indicated for the
perpetrator/caregiver.



When Sexual Abuse was not indicated and limitation perpetrator’s access was
not applicable or not known, presence of neglect scored 1-3 predicted
low/moderate risk for 7 youth as compared to no/low risk for 119 youth.

Results


Looking at the subset of youth with Physical Abuse, presence of an
adequate safety plan was the first predictor of a subset of 98 youth in a low
risk group.



For the remainder, absence of a rating for Discipline predicted a decision
of lower risk.



A perpetrator’s limited access to the youth along with absence of
Developmental (Child on Child) scoring predicted a decision for moderate
to high risk.
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Comparison of
Current Decision
Model to New
Decision Tree
Model
The Decision Tree model:
• Exact accurate category of
no risk, low risk, moderate risk
or high risk 55% of the time
• Within 1 category of risk
higher or lower 91% of the
time.
• PPV of Moderate or High
classified as moderate or
high = 72%
• PPV of Moderate or High
classified as moderate or
high = 76%

PPV = 72%

PPV = 76%

Limitations


It may not be possible to decipher nuanced circumstances in subgroups with
uncommon circumstances represented by small samples.



The model could not consider all possible conditions as once due to diminishing
sample sizes of subgroups as combination of circumstances were enumerated.



The model is not intelligent, but is simple identifying patterns in the data, based
on the history of classification, and many other considerations not measured
here may have contributed to the decision of risk.



The model will incorporate patterns related to past/current decisions regardless
of if the decisions were correct or fair.



The decision tree depicted in this report should be considered as a “starting
point,” and should be adjusted as new cases arise which might provide more
information to the model.

Lessons Learned


In order to adjust for overfitting of the dataset, the rules developed by the
decision trees were enumerated, generalized slightly to match expert logic and
applied to the data.



Individual records were inspected where the model did not match closely with
expert opinion (e.g., Model said No Risk and Expert Opinion said High Risk).



There were a few high and moderate risk records for which no pattern of risk
could be identified, even upon manual inspection of survey data.



Circumstances for those youth were reviewed and it was determined that
“special” circumstances considered outside of the SIU FAST information had
contributed to the level of risk.

Staff Response to New Decision Tree


A final flowchart for determining risk was constructed based on the final set of
rules, and the algorithm was used to automate risk determination in a RedCap
system supported by Vanderbilt COE



Staff responses to adjustment in risk determination process was favorable they
feel this gives them more information that informs their decision making around
risk.



“I like this so much better than the SDM”

Questions?


Kate.cordell@mhdata.org



kathy.gracey@vumc.org
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